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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bugatti's La Voiture Noire is on display on December 28, 2020 in Molsheim, eastern France. Bugatti introduced La Voiture Noire, which is French for "the black car," to the world in March 2019 at the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland. Even before the cover was pulled back on this one-off black-on-black beauty, it was sold to an unnamed individual for an incredible ?16.7 million, or $18.9 million (that's $12.5 million for the car, plus another $6.4 million in local and luxury taxes). Bugatti refused to identify the buyer but said it is someone with an enormous attachment to the brand. A coupe with the comfort of a luxury limousine and muscle of a hypercar, La Voiture Noire, the French automaker says, is a modern interpretation of the legendary Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which celebrates its 80th anniversary this year. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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